Greetings!

Your generous support is working. BRI is reaching medical students like never before.

BRI relies on memberships like yours to fund important events, lectures, debates and discussions that are impacting the health and preservation of the patient-doctor relationship. As the ACA shows signs of its predictable ineffectiveness, your membership is more precious than ever to continue BRI's important work of preserving healthcare freedom.

Your BRI membership expires very soon, on 

Please renew today, so that we can continue our important mission to protect the doctor-patient relationship.

"What does true compassion and charity look like? To be truly compassionate healthcare providers, we must make sure that our policy solutions align with reality and are actually able to accomplish our goal of expanding affordable healthcare." ~John Flo, St. Louis University School of Medicine

"Just a few weeks ago, I departed Benjamin Rush Institute’s 4th Annual Leadership Conference emboldened in my beliefs that a strong free enterprise system-including political equality, the rule of law, transparency, and limited regulation-offers American healthcare its best chance to rein in costs, foster innovation, and serve the needs of the poor." ~Eric Sink, St. Louis University School of Medicine

"It is an honor to become a physician and be affiliated with BRI. Through my studies and affiliations, I have become well-grounded and educated in medicine, healthcare policy, and healthcare economics. BRI's vision of 'a world of quality healthcare accompanied by accelerating medical innovation and excellence,' resonates strongly with me." ~Faith Njoku, UC, Irvine School of Medicine
BRI has reached 64,000 people. With your membership -- and any additional generous donation you can give -- we are poised to double this number of people who hear our message.

With your valued support, we will continue to bring medical students to Leadership Conferences, help them land important internships, and make life-long connections with fellow students and established physicians.

It takes five minutes to renew your membership. BRI will benefit for an entire year.

Thank you for your support.

Beth Haynes, MD
Executive Director
Benjamin Rush Institute